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ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the hardening rule of an elastoplastic constitutive law in modelling the
non-linear soil behaviour from very small strains to failure conditions. A systematic approach is presented to derive model parameters
controlling shear hardening and their influence on the volumetric behaviour.
RÉSUMÉ : L'objectif principal de cet article est d'étudier les règles d’écrouissage d'une loi constitutive élastoplastique pour la
modélisation du comportement non linéaire du sol, de très petites déformations aux conditions de plasticité parfaite. Une approche
systématique est présentée pour dériver les paramètres du modèle qui contrôlent l’écrouissage par cisaillement et leur influence sur le
comportement volumétrique.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to identify the parameters of an
elastoplastic constitutive law, namely the ECP model, for
simulating the soil stiffness degradation and the stress-strain
behaviour under simple shear and triaxial stress-paths. Some of
the important aspects that affect soil behaviour such as the
strain level, the stress conditions, the critical state concept,
Mohr-Coulomb failure among others are taken into account in
the formulation of the model (Hujeux 1985). The influence of
other factors which control the stiffness degradation such as the
plasticity index and the initial state (OCR, void ratio, stress
state, etc.) are considered via the model parameters. The ability
of the model to simulate the behaviour of sandy and remoulded
clayey samples has already been explored and verified, and a
methodology to identify some of the model parameters
developed (Modaressi and Lopez-Caballero 2001; LopezCaballero et al. 2003, Santos et. al. 2003). The aim of this paper
is to improve the existing procedures and to investigate
parameters that control the stiffness and stress-strain behaviour
from very small strains to failure with special attention to
natural soils.
Available laboratory data including some experimental
results obtained by the authors (resonant column and cyclic
torsional shear tests) and others found in the literature are used.
The study is based on a key parameter defined by the authors
and called reference “threshold” shear strain tr or 0.7 (Santos
and Gomes Correia 2000, Gomes Correia et al. 2001, Santos
and Gomes Correia 2001, Gomes et al. 2016). This parameter is
defined as the shear strain for a stiffness degradation factor of
G/G0=0.7 in which G0 is the initial shear modulus for very
small strain (10-6) and G is the secant shear modulus of soil.
Based on this key parameter almost a unique strain-dependent
shear modulus degradation curve can be defined using a
normalised shear strain given by *=/0.7 (Santos 1999).
The comparison of the model’s response with experimental
measurements contributes to the validation of the model and the
generalization of its parameter identification methodology to
natural soils.

UNIQUE STRAIN-DEPENDENT SHEAR MODULUS
CURVE FOR SOIL

It is well known that the strain-dependent curve G/G0 depends
mainly on soil plasticity in cohesive soils (Vucetic and Dobry
1991) and is affected by the mean effective stress in
cohesionless soils (Ishibashi and Zhang 1993). But it was found
that all the influences of these factors can be considered in a
simple form when using the normalised shear strain * defined
previously.
The meaning of the key parameter 0.7 which is a reference
threshold shear strain is closely related to the concept of
volumetric threshold shear strain tv (Vucetic 1994) which
represents the limit beyond which the soil structure starts to
change irreversibly: in drained conditions permanent volume
change will take place, whereas in undrained conditions pore
water pressure will build up. In a practical point of view, the
reference threshold shear strain defines the beginning of
significant stiffness degradation.
These evidences suggest the idea to perform the
normalisation using the reference threshold shear strain and it
was shown that it is possible to define almost a unique
strain-dependent stiffness degradation curve for sands and clays.
Santos (1999) proposed two equations to define the lower and
upper bound values of G/G0 as a function of * (for 10-610-2):
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A hyperbolic function can also be used to fit test results in
an easier way (Teachavorasinskun et al. 1991, Gomes Correia
et al. 2001). Simple regression analysis shows that the previous
boundary curves can be fitted by a mean curve defined by the
following relationship:
G/G0 = 1 / [ 1 + a  (/0.7)]
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eq. (1) & (2)

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

To model soil behaviour, the ECP elastoplastic multimechanism model is used in this work (Aubry et al. 1982,
Hujeux 1985). The model is defined in terms of effective
stresses and is based on the representation of four coupled
elementary plastic mechanisms: three deviatoric plastic
deformation mechanisms in three orthogonal planes (k=1,2…3)
and one isotropic mechanism (k=4). The model bases on a
Coulomb type failure criterion and follows the critical state
concept. The evolution of hardening is related with the plastic
strain associated with each of the mechanisms k (k=1,2…4).
Adopting the soil mechanics sign convention (positive for
compression) the deviatoric primary yield surface of the k
mechanism is given by:
f k ( p k , ε vp , rk )  q k  sinφ pp  p k  Fk  rk

(4)
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φpp is the critical state friction angle;  is the plasticity
compression modulus and pco represents the critical state stress
for the initial void ratio.
The b parameter controls the shape of the yield surface and
varies from b=0 to 1 passing from Coulomb type surface to a
Cam-Clay type one.
The Fk function defines the influence of the void ratio and/or
consolidation ratio on the hardening through the plastic
p
volumetric strain ε v .
The internal variable rk defines the degree of the mobilised
resistance associated with each k deviatoric mechanisms. The
degree of the mobilised resistance is related with the plastic
shear strain by the following incremental relationship:
drk 

Based on the proposed normalisation only two parameters
are needed to characterize the non-linear secant stiffness of soil:
1) the initial modulus G0 which defines the rigidity of soil at
very small strains;
2) the reference “threshold” strain 0.7 which characterizes
the degree of non-linearity for medium strain level.
The shape of the secant stiffness curve can be well described
by a hyperbolic function like equation (3).
Notice that for large strains the secant stiffness can be very
small and one should look at the soil resistance. Therefore, both
simple shear and triaxial stress-paths are used in this work for
model calibration.
The expertise gained from these experimental studies is
applied in this work to improve the existing procedures and to
show the potentiality of the elastoplastic constitutive law.
Only the monotonic non-linear behaviour is analysed in this
work. The energy dissipation or damping generated during
cyclic loading is not issued in this paper.
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Figure 1. Normalised stiffness degradation curves.
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Based on the least squares method the best fitting was
obtained with a=0.385.
Figure 1 presents the stiffness degradation curves normalised
in both axes.
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in which dk is the plastic multiplier obtained from the
consistency condition (dfk=0). For simple shear and when no
plastic volumetric strain takes place d   dγ p .
The soil behaviour is classified into four domains: elastic,
pseudo-elastic, hysteretic and mobilized domains according to
rk values:

elastic domain when rk=rela

pseudo-elastic domain when relarkrhys

hysteretic domain when rhysrkrmob

mobilised domain when rmobrk1
In the elastic domain rk=rela the soil behaviour is described
by the elastic properties which are defined as a function of the
mean effective stress.
The dilatancy behaviour of soil is described by Roscoe’s rule
that requires two more parameters:  - dilatancy angle of the
characteristic state line and  - scalar representing the
amplitude of dilatancy. The increment of the volumetric plastic
strain of each k deviatoric mechanism is given by:


q 
p
 dλk   k rk  sin  k 
d  vk
pk 


(10)

k is the normalized value of ak(rk), i.e, varying between 0 and
1, with identical evolution shape in those mobilized domains.
The isotropic mechanism has also a similar hyperbolic
evolution like the deviatoric mechanisms. In this paper only the
deviatoric mechanism are addressed in detail.
4

MODEL PARAMETERS FOR SANDS

The model parameters can be classified in two categories:
i) parameters that can be directly measured by laboratory or
field tests; ii) parameters that cannot be directly measured
(Modaressi and Lopez-Caballero 2001, Lopez-Caballero et al.
2007).
This paper will focus on the second set of parameters related
with the shear hardening. In numerical simulations the simple
shear loading is assumed.
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Elastic domain: in this domain the soil behaviour is elastic;
the stiffness which depends on the void ratio and the mean
effective stress is constant and equal to G0. This behaviour
remains until the shear stress   p'sin'F. For sands b is small
(b=0.2) and F depends on the initial state. The rela can thus be
determined using the following relationship:

r ela 

τ
τ pp



G0 γte
p sinφF

(11)
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To illustrate the parameters calibration strategy the
experimental data obtained from resonant column (RC) and
cyclic torsional shear (CTS) tests on Toyoura sand are used to
calibrate the non-linear soil stiffness. Available experimental
data on triaxial (TXC) compression test is also used to calibrate
the model for large strains. The tests conditions are summarised
in Table 1:
Drained tests
RC+CTS
TXC

γ te is the elastic threshold shear strain.

p
e
γ 0.7
 γ0.7  γ0.7
 τ/G  τ/G 0  0.3 γ0.7

Table 1 – Parameters for Toyoura sand
G0 (MPa)
p' (kPa)
eo
0.83

1.1

(13) with γ 0.7  2 . 5  10  4

r0.7  0 . 2 by equation

Figure 3 shows the linear and the quadratic ak curves
obtained from equations (14) and (15) (C1=0, C2=3.1810-3;
C3=210-5, C4=2.2910-2). The matching points (r0.7;a0.7) are
very close for both shape functions, which means that both
should provide similar response under small to medium strains.
Moreover the maximum values of the curves are much different
at rmob=0.8, which means that their response under large strains
should be quite different.
1.6E-02
1.4E-02
1.2E-02
1.0E-02
8.0E-03
6.0E-03

(12)

4.0E-03

(r0.7;a0.7)

2.0E-03
0.0E+00
0

r0.7

100

r ela  1 . 15  10  2 by equation (11) with γ te  10  5

The degree of the mobilised resistance is equal to:

τ
0.7 G0 γ0.7
 0.7 
τ pp
p sinφ F

82.5

pco (MPa)

Other parameters were estimated from available
experimental data (Ishihara 1993): φpp =31º, =31º; =43 and
=1.
According to the proposed approach the following
parameters were computed:

ak

Hysteretic and Mobilised domains: outside the elastic
domain the degree of mobilised resistance is related with the
plastic strain by equation (9). The ak parameter which
characterizes the evolution of the hardening is numerical and
can be determined in order to obtain the best fitting of the
experimental G- and -curves (Modaressi and LopezCaballero 2001; Lopez Caballero et al. 2007, Santos et al.
2003).
To simplify the matching and to avoid extensive trial and
error estimations a better approach is proposed for sands under
drained conditions. The basic idea is to define a “standard”
shape for the ak=f(rk) curve. Afterwards, the curve is scaled
according to the experimental data.
The linear shape with zero intercept was already studied in
previous work (Santos et al. 2003). For this work the following
ak curves were investigated:
 a is constant when relarkrhys
 a is linear or quadratic with non-zero intercept when
rhysrkrmob
 a is constant when rmobrk1
The scaling factor can be determined by means of one or two
points in the G- curve. The authors suggest to consider rela=rhys
and to use the 0.7 to perform the matching for the pseudoelastic domain. For this strain level:

CASE STUDY
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Figure 2. ak curves after matching.
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Once the ak curves are defined the numerical simulations
were performed considering simple shear loading and triaxial
loading.
Figure 3 shows the very good agreement between the
numerical elastoplastic model (EP model) response and the
experimental results (Santos, 1999) under shear loading for both
shape functions (linear and quadratic). This figure shows also
how the results can be fitted inside the two boundary curves
described by equations (1) and (2).

(15)

Typically a small value is adopted for C1 and C3.
p
and r0.7 obtained from equations (12)
The values of γ0.7
and (13) are used to computed C2 or C4 from equations (14) and

(15), for linear and quadratic shape function respectively.
The ak curve is completely defined by the shape and the
matching point (r0.7;a0.7).
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G/G0

The integration of equation (9) with d   dγ p provides the
relationship between γ p and r*  r  r ela .
For the case of linear shape function a k  C1  C 2 r * :
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Figure 3. Shear loading: experimental versus numerical results.
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Figure 4 shows the evolution of the volumetric strain under
simple shear. The computed results are consistent with the
reference threshold shear strain γ0.7  2.5 104 . For instance,
the volume starts to change irreversibly beyond that limit,
starting with contractive and transiting to dilative behaviour
under large strains. The shape function has a major effect on the
evolution of the volumetric strain and also on the phase
transformation point.
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Figure 4. Shear loading: numerical volumetric response.

To better understand the influence of the shape function
under large strains, one should use the triaxial loading case.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the numerical and the
experimental results for the triaxial loading (Fukushima and
Taksuoka 1984).
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Figure 5. Triaxial loading: experimental versus numerical results.

Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the linear shape function over
predicts soil dilatancy and its peak response. The quadratic
shape function is much more adequate and reproduces well the
stress-strain behaviour of the soil under large strains.
6

CONCLUSIONS

These results point out the potentiality of the model to fit the
non-linear response of natural soils.
For sands under drained conditions simple relationships
were presented to derive the ak curve with linear or quadratic
shape function, which control the soil stiffness and resistance
mobilisation. The proposed approach seems to be reliable and
easy-to-use to derive model parameters avoiding excessive trial
and error estimations, although it must be tested for more cases.
Under small and medium strains both shape functions are
adequate to model the non-linear stiffness of soil and the
experimental G/G0- curves can be used for model calibration.
Under large strains the soil stiffness becomes very small and
one should use experimental triaxial q/p-a curves for model
calibration. For Toyoura sand, the quadratic shape function
provides a better response and close to the experimental one.
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